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Composite human mind and composite human society
Gheorghe DRAGAN, Ph. D. physicist retired
Bucharest, 011315, ROMANIA, gdf.dragan@gmail.com
www.gdfdatabanks.ro
Abstract: Recent progresses with HuPotest both as mental test and mental training have evidenced the
composite structure of human mind according to topoenergetic principles. Thorough studies on social
morbidity specific to any type of disease have evidenced also the composite structure of human society. It
results that diseases have social origin and represent etching/purification agents of human society. Taking
into consideration these two facts, the ancient principle “sound mind in sound body” and one of the main
readings of Edgar Cayce “mind is the builder and body the temple”, it results that composite structures of
human mind and human society are strongly interconnected. Important features of cancer development as
function of age and sex are reviewed in this short note in connection with mental attitude of patients.
Key-words: topoenergetic principles, composite structure, human mind, cancers incidence.

According to the topoenergetic working
principles any system in transformation has
composite structure because there are two
components, namely the transforming component,
Ctr and the inert component, Cin [1]. Starting from
this basic principle an efficient UNIVERSAL
mathematic tool has been developed and applied to
a large variety of transforming systems governed by
different kinds of driving potentials [2].
Development of cancer diseases in male and
female population as a function of age has
evidenced the composite structure of human society
[3, 4]. Furthermore, cancer appears as etching or
purification agent in human society [5]
substantiating the social origin of cancer. Many
scientists with long experience in pathology of
cancer and other diseases (for instance diabetes),
also revealed the social or epidemic origin of
diseases [6, 7]. In fact, epidemic or social origin
means human inter-relationships. It is also well
known that breast cancer develops as clusters in
women communities where competition is at high
level. Logical, the right treatment would be the
improvement of social conditions instead of
aggressive radio- and/or chemo-therapies which
dramatically harm human body. Ironically, such
mental treatments like Germanic New Medicine
founded by dr. R.G.Hamer [8] based on removing
mental conflicts is officially prohibited. All patients
I knew followed radio and/or chemo-therapies died
in short time and in worse and worse conditions,
while many others followed naturist treatments and

especially by improving their mood survived and
eliminated cancer conditions. Personally I
experienced a cancer and I succeeded to remove it
by progressively improving my mental state based
on HuPoTest practice in regular manner.In the
latest stages of this practice and by using the
UNIVERSAL topoenergetic procedure I succeeded
to quantitatively and qualitatively evaluate the
composite structure of my mind during mental
training [9, 10].
2 Composite human society to cancer
Figure 1 shows the age dependence of incidence
of breast and prostate cancers in female and male
population, respectively, in Australia averaged on
11 years [4].
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Figure 2 shows the age dependence of incidence of
all cancers in Australia averaged on 22 years.
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Figure 2.
The same sigmoid shape results for the age
dependence of incidence of each type of cancer, but
with specific amplitude and characteristic half time
[4].
It clearly appears that the birth date is the start
point at which cancers are triggered by life style as
the driving potential which is typical according to
the UNIVERSAL topoenergetic experimental
procedure. However, not all people living in the
same life style develop cancer and the ones
developing cancer not the same type of cancer. On
the other hand, incidence data from different
countries and human races apparently with great
differences of life style show the same pattern of
age evolution of each type of cancer and also taken
as overall [5].
Conclusions:
male population is more affected by
cancers than female population by a factor
of 1.53 ± 0.3 which is very close to the
golden ratio of 1.618;
male population shows systematic greater
uncertainties for cancer incidence than
female population (Figure 1) and this is

-

correlated to greater mental instability of
male population;
breast and prostate cancers are the most
prevalent and they appears as strongly
connected by sex connection between male
and female populations;
prostate cancer is triggered at the age when
the breast cancer has maximum rate;
the age evolution of breast cancer in
female population shows that it starts at
around 20 when young women begin the
hard life: work, family responsibilities,
sexual harassments, etc. All these facts
consolidate stronger mental state for
female than male population. This is the
reason that the life expectancy of female is
systematically greater than for male
population;
the risk for cancer is strongly connected to
the composite structure of individual mind.
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Chapter 1
Foreword
Miguel de Cervantes Saavedras:
„Experience is the mother of all sciences”
My deep concern is that the present book will not affect in any way human society,
although I tried to point out arguments about the next imminent nuclear conflict
mainly caused by continuous and accelerated degradation of human mind in direct
correlation with uncontrolled growth of population. Survivors will be only ones with
properly prepared minds. These two facts are striking evidences for any one, no
matter education and place on the planet Earth. The solution I propose is to
permanently testing and improving our mind. Its name is HuPoTest I experienced and
developed continuously for more than 50 years. Human mind is our “crazy horse”
which no individual succeed to completely master during entire life. The main
problem is not that there are bad guys and good guys, but it is practically impossible
to know them. The only solution is to take care of our own mind. After a long and
intense experience face-to-face on a large variety of individuals with HuPoTest, I
established that there are 4 main categories: (i) dominating; (ii) dominated; (iii)
independent and (iv) not able to perform HuPoTest. The results are not available for
ever, because they can transform instantly between them (flip-flop character). The
first two are dependent each other, permanently involved in conflicts up to crime and
suicide. The independent ones avoid any conflict and live in honest conditions.
People not able to perform HuPoTest have their minds dominated by destructive
emotions. Human mind is in permanent activity, so that conscious activity is
perturbed by emotions. This is the main point of the present book: to reveal the
composite structure of human mind by the existence of the active component
involved in coherent thinking and an inert one perturbing the conscious activity.
I invite any one who will decide to try HuPoTest to contact me for help without any
obligation.
Bucharest, February 2019
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Values of dTc and exchanged heat must be
divided by 10
-N^2/M values are negative;
See Figure 8 and comments in issue 23(3)
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HuPoTest-significance of
calculated parameters

(yo, Δb)<0, Δa>0: slow reaction
(yo, Δb)>0, Δa<0: impulsive reaction
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